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Abstract—Finding relative pose between two calibrated images is a fundamental task in computer vision. Given five point
correspondences, the classical five-point method can be used to calculate the essential matrix efficiently. For the non-minimal N
(N > 5) inlier point correspondences, which is called N -point problem, existing methods are either inefficient or prone to local minima.
In this paper, we propose a globally optimal and efficient solver for the N -point problem. First we formulate the problem as a
quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP). Then a globally optimal solution to this problem is obtained by semidefinite
relaxation. This allows us to obtain certifiably globally optimal solutions to the original non-convex QCQP in polynomial time. The
theoretical guarantees of the semidefinite relaxation are also provided, including the tightness and local stability. To deal with outliers,
we also propose a robust N -point method using M-estimator. Extensive experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets
demonstrated that our N -point method is 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art non-minimal solvers. Besides, our
robust N -point method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of robustness and accuracy.
Index Terms—Relative pose estimation, essential matrix manifold, non-minimal solver, robust estimation, quadratically constrained
quadratic program, semidefinite programming, convex optimization
F
1 INTRODUCTION
F INDNG relative pose between two calibrated imagesusing 2D-2D correspondences is a cornerstone in ge-
ometric vision. It makes a basic building block in many
structure-from-motion (SfM), visual odometry, and simul-
taneous localization and mapping (SLAM) systems [1].
Relative pose estimation is a difficult problem since it is
by nature non-convex and known to be plagued by local
minima and ambiguous solutions. Relative pose for uncali-
brated and calibrated cameras are usually characterized by
fundamental matrix and essential matrix, respectively [1]. A
matrix is a fundamental matrix if and only if it has two non-
zero singular values. An essential matrix has an additional
property that the two nonzero singular values are equal.
Due to these strict constraints, essential matrix estimation is
arguably thought to be more challenging than fundamental
matrix estimation. This paper focuses on optimal essential
matrix estimation.
Due to the well-known scale ambiguity of translation,
relative pose has only 5 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs), includ-
ing 3 for rotation and 2 for translation. Except for degenerate
configurations, 5 point correspondences are hence enough
to determine the relative pose. Given five 2D-2D point
correspondences, the five-point methods using essential
matrix [2], [3] or ration matrix representation [4] can be
used to calculate the essential matrix efficiently. The above
solver is the so-called minimal soler to the problem. Minimal
solvers are usually integrated into a hypothesize-and-test
framework, such as RANSAC [5], to find the solution cor-
responding to the largest consensus set. Hence it provides
high robustness.
Once the maximal consensus set has been found in
hypothesize-and-test framework, the standard RANSAC
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optionally re-estimates a model by using all inliers to reduce
the influence of noise [1], [6]. Thus a non-minimal solver
is needed in this procedure. This RANSAC framework is
called gold standard algorithm [1]. Figure 1 illustrates this
framework by taking line fitting for an example. Besides the
usage as post-processing, the non-minimal solvers can also
be integrated more tightly in RANSAC variants. For exam-
ple, LO-RANSAC [7] attempts to enlarge the consensus set
of an initial RANSAC estimate, by generating hypotheses
from larger-than-minimal subsets of the consensus set. The
rationale is that hypotheses fitted on a larger number of
inliers typically lead to better estimates with higher support.
In this paper, the non-minimal case relative pose esti-
mation is called N -point problem, and its solver is called
N -point method. As it has been investigated in [8], [9], [10],
N -point methods usually lead to more accurate result than
five-point methods. Thus N -point method is useful for sce-
narios which require precious and accurate pose estimation,
such as visual odometry and image-based visual servoing.
Though it is a fundamental problem, it is surprising that
N -point problem receives very little attention. The well-
known direct linear transformation (DLT) technique [1] can
be used to estimate the essential matrix using 8 or more
point correspondences. However, DLT ignores the inherent
nonlinear constraints of the essential matrix. To solve this
problem, an essential matrix is recovered after obtaining an
approximated essential matrix from the DLT solution [1].
Recently an eigenvalue-based formulation and its variant
were proposed to solve N -point problem [9], [10]. However,
all the aforementioned methods fail to guarantee the global
optimality and efficiency simultaneously.
Since N -point problem is challenging, the progress of
N -point method is far behind the absolute pose estimation
(perspective-n-point (PnP)) and point cloud registration.
For example, the EPnP algorithm [11] in PnP area is
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Fig. 1. The RANSAC framework contains the collaboration of a minimal
solver and a non-minimal solver, which is known as the gold standard
algorithm [1]. This paper focuses on relative pose estimation. Here we
take line fitting for an example due to its convenient visualization.
very efficient and has linear complexity with the number
of observations. It has been successfully used in RANSAC
framework given an arbitrary number of inlier 2D-3D cor-
respondences. Though relative pose estimation is more dif-
ficult than absolute pose estimation, it is desirable to find
a practical solver to N -point problem, whose efficiency and
global optimality are both satisfactory. This is one motiva-
tion of this paper.
Another motivation of this paper is developing a robust-
estimator-based method for relative pose estimation. In
practice, it arises frequently that the data have been contam-
inated by large noise and outliers. Existing robust methods
can be classified into two main categories, i.e., inlier set
maximization [5] and robust-estimator-based method [12],
[13]. Inlier set maximization can be achieved by random
sampling method [5], [7] or deterministic optimization
method [14], [15]. For robust-estimator-based method, the
associated optimization problem can be effectively solved
by equivalently converting it to the line process [13]. Then
line process uses a continuous iterative optimization strat-
egy which takes a weighted version of non-minimal solver
as a vital requirement. Due to the lack of an efficientN -point
method, it does not exist a practical robust-estimator-based
relative estimation method.
To alleviate the aforementioned issues, we propose a
novelN -point method and integrate it into robust estimator.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold.
• Efficient and globally optimal N -point method. A
simple parameterization is proposed to characterize the
essential matrix manifold. Based on this parameteriza-
tion, a globally optimal N -point method is proposed,
which is 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude faster than state-of-
the-art methods.
• Robust N -point method. We propose a robust essen-
tial matrix estimation method by integrating N -point
method into robust estimators. Our approach can han-
dle high outlier ratios, leading to high robustness.
• Theoretical aspects. We provide theoretical proofs of
the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) in the proposed N -
point method, including SDR tightness and local stabil-
ity with observation noise. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work to achieve such kinds of
results for SDR in computer vision and robotics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the related work. In Section 3, we propose a simple param-
eterization of essential matrix manifold and provide novel
formulations of N -point methods. Based on these formu-
lations, Section 4 derives a convex optimization approach
by SDR. Section 5 proves the tightness and local stability
of SDR. A robust N -point method based on robust loss
function is proposed in Section 6. Section 7 presents the per-
formance of our method in comparison to other approaches,
followed by a concluding discussion in Section 8.
2 RELATED WORK
There are a few works about N -point method for cali-
brated cameras in literature. Finding the optimal essential
matrix by L∞ norm cost and branch-and-bound (BnB) was
proposed in [16]. It achieves global optima but is ineffi-
cient. A method using algebraic error was investigated in
[8]. Its global optimality was obtained by a square matrix
representation of homogeneous forms and relaxation. An
egienvalue-based formulation was proposed to estimate
rotation matrix [9], in which the problem is optimized by
local gradient descent or BnB search. It was later improved
by a certifiably globally optimal solution by relaxation and
semidefinite programming (SDP) [10]. However, none of
aforementioned methods can find the globally optimal so-
lution efficiently. BnB search in [9], [16] has the exponential
time complexity in the worst case. In [8], [10], theoretical
guarantee of the convexification procedures is not provided.
The most related paper to this work is [10], which converts
the N -point problem of an eigenvalue-based formulation to
a QCQP by SDR. However, its efficiency is not satisfactory
(it takes a few seconds to solve one problem) and the
tightness of SDR has not been proved.
There are also a few works for optimal fundamental
matrix estimation. The eight-point method [17] uses a linear
solution, then recover a valid fundamental matrix by SVD
decomposition. This method ignores the rank constraint in
fundamental matrix, thus the solution is not optimal. In [18],
a method for minimizing the algebraic error is proposed
which ensures the rank constraint. However, it does not
guarantee global minima. In [19], [20], the constraint for a
fundamental matrix is imposed by setting its determinant
as 0, leading to a cubic polynomial constraint. In [21], the
fundamental matrix estimation problem is reduced to one or
several constrained polynomial optimization problems by
imposing the constraint that the null space of the solution
must contain a non-zero vector. Unfortunately, the afore-
mentioned solvers deals with uncalibrated cameras only,
where the underlaying Euclidean constraints of essential
matrix are not exploited. Thus they can not be applied for
essential matrix estimation.
For both essential matrix and fundamental matrix,
algebraic-error-based pose estimation can be formulated as
a polynomial optimization problem [22]. A polynomial op-
timization problem can be rewritten as a QCQP. In multiple
view geometry, SDR for polynomial optimization problems
3was first studied in [23]. Recently, a large number of meth-
ods using QCQP formulation were developed in computer
vision and robotics. For example, SDR or Lagrangian duality
of QCQPs have been used in point set registration [24],
triangulation [25], and special Euclidean group synchroniza-
tion [26]. However, SDR does not guarantee a priori that
this approach generates an optimal solution. If a QCQP
satisfies certain conditions and data noise lies within a
critical threshold, a recent study proves that the solution to
the SDP optimization algorithm is guaranteed to be globally
optimal [27], [28]. For general QCQP, the global optimality
still remains an open problem.
Existing relative pose estimation methods robust to out-
liers are mainly based on inlier set maximization, such
as RANSAC [5], BnB search [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] and
mixed integer programming (MIP) [34]. Another alternative
robust framework, which is based on M-estimator, has
been successfully applied in many fields such as bundle
adjustment [35], registration [36] and data clustering [37].
A key technique to make M-estimator efficient is the line
process [13], in which a non-minimal solver is required.
Since existing non-minimal solvers for N -point problem are
inefficient, the M-estimator method has not been success-
fully applied in relative pose estimation. The proposed non-
minimal solver in this paper is efficient and makes the M-
estimator method efficient.
3 FORMULATIONS OF N -POINT METHOD
Denote (pi,p′i) as the i-th point correspondence of the
same 3D world point from two distinct viewpoints. Point
observations pi and p′i are represented as homogeneous
coordinates in normalized image plane1. Each point in the
normalized image plane can be translated into a unique unit
bearing vector originating from the camera center. Let (fi, f ′i )
denotes a correspondence of bearing vectors pointing at the
same 3D world point from two distinct viewpoints, where
fi represents the observation from the first viewpoint, and
f ′i the observation from the second viewpoint. The bearing
vectors are determined by fi =
pi
‖pi‖ and f
′
i =
p′i
‖p′i‖ .
The relative pose is composed of rotation R and transla-
tion t. Rotation R transforms vectors from the second into
the first frame. Translation t is expressed in the first frame
and denotes the position of the second frame with respect
to the first one. The normalized translation t = [t1, t2, t3]>
will be identified with points in the 2-sphere S2, i.e.,
S2 , {t ∈ R3|t>t = 1}.
The 3D rotation will be featured as 3× 3 orthogonal matrix
with positive determinant belonging to the special orthogo-
nal group SO(3), i.e.,
SO(3) , {R ∈ R3×3|R>R = I,det(R) = 1},
where I is a 3× 3 identity matrix.
1. Bold capital letters denote matrices (e.g., E and R); bold lower-
case letters denote column vectors (e.g., e, t); non-bold lower-case
letters represent scalars (e.g., λ). Vectors whose entries are separated
by semicolon/comma stands for column/row vectors.
3.1 Parametrization for Essential Matrix Manifold
The essential matrix E is defined as [1]
E = [t]×R, (1)
where [·]× defines the corresponding skew-symmetric ma-
trix for a 3-dimensional vector, i.e.,
[t]× =
t1t2
t3

×
=
 0 −t3 t2t3 0 −t1
−t2 t1 0
 . (2)
Denote the essential matrix E as
E =
e>1e>2
e>3
 =
e11 e12 e13e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33
 .
where e>i is the i-th row of E. Denote its corresponding
vector as
e , vec(E) = [e1; e2; e3]. (3)
where vec(·) means stacking all the entries of a matrix by
row-first order.
In this paper, an essential matrix set is defined as
ME , {E | E = [t]×R,∃ R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ S2}. (4)
This essential matrix set is called normalized essential ma-
trix manifold [38], [39]. Theorem 1 provides an equivalent
condition to define ME, which will greatly simplify the
optimization in our method.
Theorem 1. A real 3 × 3 matrix, E, is an element in ME if
and only if there exists a vector t ∈ R3 satisfies the following two
conditions:
(i) EE> = [t]×[t]>× and (ii) t
>t = 1. (5)
Proof. For if direction, first it can be verified that
det
(
[t]×[t]>× − σI
)
= −σ[σ− (t21 + t22 + t23)]2 = −σ(σ− 1)2.
Combining this result with condition (i), we can see EE>
has an eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity 2 and an eigenvalue
0. According to the definition of singular value, the nonzero
singular values of E are the square roots of the nonzero
eigenvalues of EE>. Thus the two nonzero singular values
of E are equal to 1. According to Theorem 1 in [40], E is
an essential matrix. By combining condition (ii), E is an
element inME.
For only if direction, E is supposed to be an essential
matrixME. According to the definition ofME, there exists
a vector t satisfying condition (ii). Besides, there exists a
rotation matrix R such that E = [t]×R. It can be verified
that EE> = ([t]×R)([t]×R)> = [t]×[t]>×, thus condition (i)
is also satisfied.
It is worth mentioning that a necessary condition for
general essential matrix, which is similar to the only if
direction in Theorem 1, was presented in [40, Proposition 2]
and [41, Lemma 7.2]. In Theorem 1, we further prove that
this condition is also sufficient and propose a novel param-
eterization for the normalized essential matrix manifold.
43.2 Optimizing Essential Matrix by Minimizing the Al-
gebraic Error
For noise-free cases, the epipolar constraint [1] implies that
f>i Ef
′
i = 0. (6)
Under the presence of noise, this constraint does not strictly
hold. We pursue the optimal pose by minimizing an alge-
braic error
min
E∈ME
N∑
i=1
(f>i Ef
′
i)
2. (7)
The algebraic error in objective has been widely used in
previous literature [8], [18], [21], [42].
The objective in problem (7) can be reformulated as the
standard quadratic form
N∑
i=1
(f>i Ef
′
i)
2 = e>Ce, (8)
where
C =
N∑
i=1
(f ′i ⊗ fi) (f ′i ⊗ fi)> , (9)
and “⊗” means Kronecker product. Note that C is a Gram
matrix, so it is positive semidefinite and symmetric.
3.3 QCQP Formulations
By explicitly writing the constraints for the essential matrix
manifoldME, we reformulate the problem (7) as
min
E,R,t
e>Ce (10)
s.t. E = [t]×R, R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ S2,
This problem is a QCQP: The objective is positive semidefi-
nite quadratic polynomials; the constraint on the translation
vector, t>t = 1, is also quadratic; a rotation matrix R can be
fully defined by 20 quadratic constraints [4]; and the rela-
tionship between E, R and t, E = [t]×R, is also quadratic.
This formulation has 21 variables and 30 constraints.
According to Theorem 1, an equivalent QCQP form of
minimizing the algebraic error is
min
E,t
e>Ce (11)
s.t. EE> = [t]×[t]>×, t
>t = 1.
There are 12 variables and 7 constraints in this problem. The
constraints can be written explicitly as below
h1 = e
>
1 e1 − (t22 + t23) = 0,
h2 = e
>
2 e2 − (t21 + t23) = 0,
h3 = e
>
3 e3 − (t21 + t22) = 0,
h4 = e
>
1 e2 + t1t2 = 0,
h5 = e
>
1 e3 + t1t3 = 0,
h6 = e
>
2 e3 + t2t3 = 0,
h7 = t
>t− 1 = 0.
(12a)
(12b)
(12c)
(12d)
(12e)
(12f)
(12g)
Problems (10) and (11) are equivalent since their objectives
are the same and feasible regions are equivalent. Both of two
problems are nonconvex. The Appendix A also provides
another equivalent optimization problem. In the following,
we will only consider problem (11) due to its fewer variables
and constraints. Besides, it is homogeneous without the
need of homogenization, which makes it simpler than the
alternative formulations.
Remark: Both the problems (10) and (11) are equivalent
to an eigenvalue-based formulation [9], [10]. In the sup-
plementary material of [10], it provides a proof that the
objective in eigenvalue-based formulation is equivalent to
the algebraic error. Since all the mentioned formulations
essentially utilize the normalized essential matrix manifold
as feasible regions and have the equivalent objectives, these
formulations are equivalent. Our formulations (10) and (11)
have the following two advantages:
(1) Our formulations have fewer variables and con-
straints. By contrast, the eigenvalue based formulation in-
volves 40 variables and 536 constraints. As shown in the
following sections, the simplicity of our formulations will
result in much more efficient solvers and enable the proof of
tightness and local stability.
(2) Our formulations are easy to integrate priors for
each 2D-2D correspondence by simply introducing weights
in the objective. For example, we may introduce a weight
for each sample by slightly changing the objective as∑N
i=1 wi(f
>
i Ef
′
i)
2, where wi ≥ 0 is the weight for i-th
observation. For general cases in which wi ≥ 0, we can keep
current formulation by changing the construction of C as
C =
N∑
i=1
wi (f
′
i ⊗ fi) (f ′i ⊗ fi)> . (13)
4 OPTIMIZATION OF N -POINT METHOD
QCQP is a well-studied problem in the global optimization
literature with many applications. Solving its general case
is an NP-hard problem. Global optimization methods for
QCQP are typically based on convex relaxations of the prob-
lem. There are two main relaxations for QCQP: semidefinite
relaxation, and the reformulation-linearization technique.
In this paper, we use SDR because it usually has better
performance [43] and it is convenient for tightness analysis.
Let us consider a QCQP in a general form as
min
x∈Rn
x>C0x (14)
s.t. x>Aix = bi, i = 1, · · · ,m.
Matrices C0, A1, · · · ,Am ∈ Sn, where Sn denotes the set
of all real symmetric n× n matrices. In our problem,
x , [e; t], (15)
is a vector stacking all entries in essential matrix E and
translation vector t; n = 12; m = 7; C0 =
[
C 09×3
03×9 03×3
]
;
A1 ∼ A7 correspond to the canonical form x>Aix of
Eqs. (12a)∼(12g), respectively.
A crucial first step in deriving an SDR of problem (14) is
to observe that{
x>C0x = trace(x>C0x) = trace(C0xx>),
x>Aix = trace(x>Aix) = trace(Aixx>).
(16)
5It can be seen that both the objective and constraints in
problem (14) are linear in the matrix xx>. Thus, by intro-
ducing a new variable X = xx> and noting that X = xx>
is equivalent to X being a rank one symmetric positive
semidefinite (PSD) matrix, we obtain the following equiv-
alent formulation of problem (14)
min
X∈Sn
trace(C0X) (17)
s.t. trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, · · · ,m,
X  0, rank(X) = 1.
Here, X  0 means that X is PSD. Solving rank constrained
semidefinite programs (SDPs) is NP-hard [44]. SDR drops
the rank constraint to obtain the following relaxed version
of problem (17)
min
X∈Sn
trace(C0X) (18)
s.t. trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, · · · ,m,
X  0.
The problem (18) turns out to be an instance of semidefinite
programming [44], which belongs to convex optimization
and can be readily solved using primal-dual interior point
methods [45]. Its dual problem is
max
λ
b>λ (19)
s.t. Q(λ) = C0 −
m∑
i=1
λiAi  0,
where b = [b1, · · · , bm]>, λ = [λ1, · · · , λm]> ∈ Rm.
Problem (19) is called the Lagrangian duality of problem (14),
and Q(λ) is the Hessian of the Lagrangian. In our problem,
bi = 0 for i = 1, · · · , 6; b7 = 1; and b>λ = λ7.
In summary, the relations between different formulations
are demonstrated by Fig. 2.
local optimization
original problem Eq. (11) / Eq. (14)
global optimum
primal SDP problem Eq. (18)
convex SDP
dual problem Eq.(19)
Lagrangian
duality
non-convex 
QCQP
lifting by 
& semidefinite relaxation
practice
convex SDP 
solver
Theory Sec. 5
tightness & 
local stability
SDP duality
Fig. 2. An overview of relations between different formulations.
Lemma 1. For QCQP (11), there is no duality gap between the
primal SDP problem (18) and its dual problem (19).
Proof. Denote the optimal value for problem (18) and its
dual problem (19) as fprimal and fdual. The inequality
fprimal ≥ fdual follows from weak duality. Equality, and the
existence of X? and λ? which attain the optimal values
follow if we can show that the feasible regions of both the
primal and dual problems have nonempty interiors, see [44,
Theorem 3.1] (also known as Slater’s constraint qualification
[46].)
For the primal problem, let E0 be an arbitrary point
on the essential matrix manifold ME: E0 = [t0]×R0,
where ‖t0‖ = 1. Denote x0 = [vec(E0); t0]. It can be
verified that X0 = x0x>0 is an interior in the feasible
domain of the primal problem. For the dual problem, let
λ0 = [−1,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0,−3]>. Recall that C  0 and it can
be verified that Q(λ0) =
[
C 0
0 0
]
+ I  0. That means λ0 is
an interior in the feasible domain of the dual problem.
According to Lemma 1, the Lagrangian duality is equiv-
alent to the primal SDP problem of N -point problem. The
Lagrangian duality provides an important theoretical tool
for analyzing tightness and local stability.
4.1 Essential Matrix and Relative Pose Recovery
Once the optimal X? of the SDP primal problem (18) has
been obtained by an SDP solver, it leaves a task to recover
the optimal essential matrix E?. Denote Xe as the top-left
9 × 9 submatrix of X; denote Xt as the bottom-right 3 × 3
submatrix of X, i.e., Xe , X[1:9,1:9] and Xt , X[10:12,10:12].
Empirically, we found that rank(X?e) = 1. Denote the
eigenvector that corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalue
of X?e as e
?, then the optimal essential matrix is recovered
by
E? = mat(e?, [3, 3]), (20)
where mat(e, [r, c]) means reshape the vector e to an r × c
matrix by row-first order.
Once the essential matrix has been obtained, we can
recover the rotation matrix and translation vector by the
standard method in textbooks [1], [47]. In Section 4.2, the
theoretical guarantee of such pose recovery method will be
provided. In Section 5, the tightness proof that guarantees
the global optimality will be provided. The outline of N -
point method is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Weighted N -Point Method
Input: observations {(fi, f ′i)}Ni=1, (optional) weight
{wi}Ni=1
Output: Essential matrix E?, rotation R?, and
translation t?.
1 Construct C by Eq. (9) for unweighted version or
Eq. (13) for weighted version; C0 =
[
C 09×3
03×9 03×3
]
;
2 Construct {Ai}7i=1 in Eq. (14) which is independent of
input;
3 Obtain X? by solving SDP problem (18) or its
dual (19);
4 Assert that rank(X?e) = rank(X
?
t ) = 1;
5 E? = mat(e?, [3, 3]), where e? is the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of X?e ;
6 Decompose E? to obtain R? and t?.
4.2 Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for Global Op-
timality
The following Theorem 2 provides a theoretical guarantee
for aforementioned pose recovery method.
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Fig. 3. The sparsity of our SDP problem. (a) Aggregate sparsity pattern.
White parts correspond to zeros, and gray parts correspond to nonzeros.
There are two diagonal blocks in this pattern. (b) Chordal decomposition
of the corresponding graph. The graph contains 12 nodes and can be
decomposed into 2 distinct maximal cliques.
Theorem 2. For QCQP (11), its SDR is tight if and only if:
the optimal solution X? to its primal SDP problem (18) satisfies
rank(X?e) = rank(X
?
t ) = 1.
Proof. First, we prove the if part. Note that X?e and X
?
t
are real symmetric matrices because they are in the fea-
sible region of the primal SDP. Besides it is given that
rank(X?e) = rank(X
?
t ) = 1, thus there exist two vectors
e? and t? satisfying e?(e?)> = X?e and t
?(t?)> = X?t .
Since the constraints in problem (11) do not include any
cross term between E and t, the intersection part of E and
t in matrix Ai is zero in SDP problem. Substituting e? and
t? into Eq. (16), it can be verified that e? and t? satisfy
the constraints in primal problem (11). We can see X? and
its uniquely determined derivatives (e? and t?) are feasible
solutions for the semidefinite relaxation problem and the
primal problem, respectively. Thus the relaxation is tight.
Then we prove the only if part. Since the semidefinite
relaxation is tight, we have rank(X?) = 1. Then rank(X?e) ≤
1, rank(X?t ) ≤ 1. Since X?e and X?t cannot be zero matrices
(otherwise X? is not in the feasible region), the equalities
should hold, i.e., rank(X?e) = rank(X
?
t ) = 1.
Theorem 2 provides a sufficient and necessary global
optimality condition to recover the optimal solution for
the primal problem. Empirically, the optimal X? by the
SDP problem always satisfies this condition. Specifically, the
optimal X? has the following structure
X? =
[
X?e 3
3 X?t
]
=
[
e?(e?)> 3
3 t?(t?)>
]
. (21)
The 3 parts could be arbitrary matrices making X? sym-
metric.
Remark: The block diagonal structure ofX? in Eq. (21) is
caused by the sparsity pattern of the problem. The aggregate
sparsity pattern in our SDP problem, which is the union
of the individual sparsity patterns of the data matrices,
{C0,A1, · · · ,Am}, includes two cliques: one includes the
1 ∼ 9-th entries of x, and the other includes the 10 ∼ 12-th
entries of x, see Fig. 3(a). There is no common node in these
two cliques, see Fig. 3(b). The chordal decomposition theory of
the sparse SDPs can explain the structure of X? well. The
interested reader may refer [48], [49] for more details.
4.3 Time Complexity
First, we consider the time complexity of problem construc-
tion. The construction of the optimization problem (i.e.,
calculating C in Eq. (9)) is linear with observation number,
so the time complexity is O(N). It is worth to mention that
optimization is independent of observation number once the
problem has been constructed.
Second, we discuss the time complexity of SDP optimiza-
tion. Most convex optimization solvers handle SDPs using
an interior-point algorithm. The SDP problem (18) can be
solved with a worst case complexity of
O(max(m,n)4n1/2 log(1/)) (22)
flops given a solution accuracy  > 0 [45]. It can be seen that
the time complexity can be largely reduced given smaller
variable number n and constraint number m. Since our for-
mulations have much fewer variables and constraints than
previous work [10], they own much lower time complexity.
Finally, we discuss the time complexity of pose recovery.
In our method, the essential matrix is recovered by finding
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of a
9× 9 matrix X?e . Thus the time complexity of pose recovery
is O(1).
5 TIGHTNESS AND LOCAL STABILITY OF N -POINT
METHOD
In this section, we prove the tightness and local stability of
the SDR for our problem. The readers who are not interested
in theory can safely skip this section. To understand the
proofs in this section, preliminary knowledge about convex
optimization, manifold, and algebraic geometry are neces-
sary. We recommend the readers to refer to [27, Chapter 6]
[28] for more details.
In the following, the bar on a symbol stands for a value
under the noise-free case. In other words, it is ground
truth value. For example, C¯ denotes the matrix in objective
constructed by noise-free observations; x¯ is the optimal state
estimation from noise-free observations; t¯ = [t¯1, t¯2, t¯3]> is
the optimal translation estimation from noise-free observa-
tions.
5.1 Tightness of the Semidefinite Relaxation
In this subsection, we prove that the SDR is tight given
noise-free observations. The proof is mainly based on
Lemma 2.4 in [28].
Lemma 2. If the point observations {(fi, f ′i)}Ni=1 are noise-free,
the matrix C¯ in Eq. (9) satisfies that rank(C¯) ≤ min(N, 8),
where N is the number of point matches. The equality holds
except for degenerate configurations including points on a ruled
quadratic, points on a plane, and no translation (explanation of
these degeneracies can be found in [50]).
Proof. (i) When N ≤ 8, from the construction of C in Eq. (9),
each observation will add a rank-1 matrix to the Gram
matrixC. The rank-1 matrices are linear independent except
for the degenerate cases [50]. Thus the rank of C is N for
usual cases. When a degeneracy occur, there will be linear
dependence between these rank-1 matrices, and the rank
will be below N . (ii) When N > 8, there exists the stacked
7vector e¯ of an essential matrix satisfying that e¯>C¯e¯ = 0, so
the upper limit of rank(C¯) is 8. Then we complete the proof
by combining these two properties.
Given a set of point correspondence, if N ≥ 8 after
excluding points that belongs to planar degeneracy, the
rank of C¯ is 8. This principle is the basis of the eight-
point method [17]. Note that we do not need to distinguish
the points that belongs to the degenerate configurations, so
the rank-8 assumption in the following text can be easily
satisfied in N -point problem in which N  8.
Lemma 3. Let C ∈ Rn×n be positive semidefinite. If x>Cx = 0
for a given vector x, then Cx = 0.
Proof. Since C is positive semidefinite, its eigenvalues are
non-negative. Suppose the rank of C is r. The eigenvalues
can be listed as σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σr > 0 = σr+1 = · · · = σn.
Denote the i-th eigenvector as xi. The eigenvectors are
orthogonal to each other, i.e., x>i xj = 0 when i 6= j.
Vector x can be expressed as x =
∑n
i=1 aixi. Thus, Cx =
C
∑n
i=1 aixi =
∑n
i=1 aiσixi, and x
>Cx =
∑n
i=1 aix
>
i ·∑n
i=1 aiσixi =
∑r
i=1 σia
2
i ‖xi‖2. Given x>Cx = 0, we have
ai = 0 for i = 1, · · · , r. Thus Cx =
∑n
i=1 aiσixi = 0 is
obtained.
Lemma 4. If the point observations {(fi, f ′i)}Ni=1 are noise-free,
there is zero-duality-gap between problem (11) and its Lagrangian
duality (19).
Proof. Our proof is based on the Lemma 2.4 in [28]. Let
x¯ = [e¯; t¯] in the primal problem, where e¯ and t¯ are
ground truth. And let λ = 0 in its Lagrangian duality
(19). The three conditions needed in Lemma 2.4 in [28] are
satisfied: (i) Primal feasibility. Substituting x¯ in the primal
problem, the constraints are satisfied since x¯ is ground truth
and point observations are noise-free. (ii) Dual feasibility.
Q(λ) = C0 −
∑m
i=1 λiAi =
[
C¯ 09×3
03×9 03×3
]
 0. (iii)
Lagrangian multiplier. (C0−
∑m
i=1 λiAi)x¯ =
[
C¯e¯
03×1
]
. Since
e¯ is the ground truth, e¯>Ce¯ = 0 according to Eq. (8). Recall
that C¯ is a Gram matrix and thus it is positive semidefinite.
According to Lemma 3, C¯e¯ = 0 is obtained.
5.2 Local Stability of the Semidefinite Relaxation
In this subsection, we prove that the SDR has local stability
near the noise-free observations. In other words, our QCQP
formulation has a zero-duality-gap regime when its obser-
vations are perturbed (e.g., with noise in the case of sensor
measurements). The proof is based on Theorem 5.1 in [28].
Following [28], we will use the following notations in the
remains of this section to make notation simplicity.
• θ¯ ∈ Θ is a zero-duality-gap parameter. In our problem,
θ¯ = {C¯}.
• Given noise-free observations, let x¯ ∈ Rn be optimal
for the primal problem, and λ¯ ∈ Rm be optimal for
the dual problem. In our problem, n = 12 and m = 7.
According to the proof procedure of Lemma 4, we have
x¯ = [e¯; t¯] and λ¯ = 0.
• Denote Q¯ , Qθ¯(λ¯) ∈ Sn as the Hessian of the La-
grangian at θ¯. In our problem, Q¯ =
[
C¯ 09×3
03×9 03×3
]
 0.
• Denote Xθ , {x ∈ Rn|hi|θ(x) = 0, i = 1, · · · ,m} as the
primal feasible set given θ, and denote X¯ , Xθ¯ .
• Denote h(x) = [h1(x), · · · , hm(x)].
In our QCQP (11), the objective e>Ce is convex with e.
However, the presence of the auxiliary variables t makes
the objective is not strictly convex. The Theorem 5.1 in [28]
provides a framework to prove the local stability for such
kinds of problems.
Theorem 3 (Theorem 5.1 in [28]). Assume that the following 4
conditions are satisfied:
RS (restricted Slater): There exists µ ∈ Rm such that
µ>∇hθ¯(x¯) = 0 and (
∑m
i=1 µiAi|θ¯)|V  0, where V , {v ∈
Rn|Q¯v = 0, x¯>v = 0}.
R1 (constraint qualification): Abadie constraint qualification
ACQX¯(x¯) holds.
R2 (smoothness): W , {(θ,x)|hθ(x) = 0} is a smooth
manifold nearby w¯ , (θ¯, x¯), and dimw¯W = dim Θ + dimx¯ X¯ .
R3 (not a branch point): x¯ is not a branch point of X¯ with
respect to v 7→ Q¯v.
Then the SDR relaxation is tight when θ is close enough to θ¯.
Moreover, the QCQP has a unique optimal solution xθ , and the
SDR problem has a a unique optimal solution xθx>θ .
Among the four conditions in Theorem 3, the RS (re-
stricted Slater) is the main assumption, which is related to
the convexity of the Lagrangian function. It corresponds
to the strict feasibility of an SDP. R1∼R3 are regularity
assumptions which are related to the continuity of the
Lagrange multipliers. In the following text, we prove that
the restricted Slater and R3 are satisfied in problem (11),
which build an important foundation to prove the local
stability. In our problem, Ai and hi are independent of θ,
thus Ai|θ¯ = Ai and hi|θ¯ = hi.
Lemma 5 (Restricted Slater). For QCQP (11), suppose
rank(C¯) = 8. Then there exists µ ∈ Rm such that
µ>∇hθ¯(x¯) = 0 and (
∑m
i=1 µiAi|θ¯)|V  0, where V , {v ∈
Rn|Q¯v = 0, x¯>v = 0}.
Proof. Considering the constraints Eqs. (12a)∼(12g) in
QCQP, its gradient is
∇hθ¯(x¯) =
∇e1h1 ∇e2h1 ∇e3h1 ∇th1... ... ... ...
∇e1hm ∇e2hm ∇e3hm ∇thm

|θ¯
=

2e¯>1 0 0 0 −2t¯2 −2t¯3
0 2e¯>2 0 −2t¯1 0 −2t¯3
0 0 2e¯>3 −2t¯1 −2t¯2 0
e¯>2 e¯
>
1 0 t¯
>
2 t¯1 0
e¯>3 0 e¯
>
1 t¯3 0 t¯1
0 e¯>3 e¯
>
2 0 t¯3 t¯2
0 0 0 2t¯1 2t¯2 2t¯3

. (23)
Let
µ = − [ 12 t¯21, 12 t¯22, 12 t¯23, t¯1t¯2, t¯1t¯3, t¯2t¯3, 0]> . (24)
Note that for noise-free cases
t¯>E¯ = t¯>([t¯]×R¯) = 0,
or equivalently
t¯1e¯1 + t¯2e¯2 + t¯3e¯3 = 0. (25)
8Combining Eqs. (23)∼(25), it can be verified that
µ>∇hθ¯(x¯) = 0.
It remains to check the positivity condition. According
to the definition of V ,
[
Q¯
x¯>
]
v = 0 ⇔
[
C¯ 0
e¯> t¯>
]
v = 0.
Since C¯ is constructed by noise-free observations, C¯e¯ = 0.
In other words, e¯ is orthogonal to the space spanned by
C¯. It is given that rank(C¯) = 8, thus rank
([
C¯
e¯>
])
= 9.
Considering v as a non-trivial solution of a homogeneous
linear equation system, v can be expressed by a coordinate
system v =
[
09×1
t
]
.
It can be seen that only 10 ∼ 12-th entries in coordinate
system v, which correspond to t, are nonzero. Take Hessian
for variable t and calculate the linear combination with
coefficient µ, we have
A(µ) ,
m∑
i=1
µi∇2tthi|θ¯(x¯)
=
t¯22 + t¯23 −t¯1t¯2 −t¯1t¯3−t¯1t¯2 t¯21 + t¯23 −t¯2t¯3
−t¯1t¯3 −t¯2t¯3 t¯21 + t¯22

=[t¯]×[t¯]>× = E¯E¯
>. (26)
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 1 we have proved that
the eigenvalues of E¯E¯> are 1, 1, and 0. So the eigenvalues
of A(µ) are 1, 1, and 0. Besides, it can be verified that
t¯ = [t¯1, t¯2, t¯3]
> is the normalized eigenvector corresponding
to eigenvalue 0 of A(µ). Hence V is the orthogonal comple-
ment of t¯.
For any vector v ∈ V \{0}, its 10 ∼ 12-th entries are
orthogonal to t¯, so v>[10:12]A(µ)v[10:12] is strictly positive. It
follows that (
∑m
i=1 µiAi|θ¯)|V = A(µ)|(t¯)⊥  0.
Definition 1 (Branch Point [28]). Let pi : Rn → Rk be a linear
map: v 7→ Q¯v. Let X¯ ⊆ Rn be the zero set of the equation system
h(x) = [h1(x), · · · , hm(x)], and let TxX¯ , ker(∇h(x))
denote the tangent space of X¯ at x. We say that x is a branch
point of X with respect to pi if there is a nonzero vector v ∈ Tx X¯
with pi(v) = 0.
Lemma 6. For QCQP (11), suppose rank(C¯) = 8. Then x¯ =
[x¯; t¯] is not a branch point of X¯ with respect to the mapping
pi : v 7→ Q¯v.
Proof. It can be verified that pi(v) = 0 ⇔ Q¯v = 0 ⇔[
C¯ 09×3
03×9 03×3
]
v = 0 ⇔ v =
[
ce¯
t
]
, where c and t are
free parameters. The last equivalence takes advantage of
rank(C¯) = 8. If x¯ is a branch point, there should exist
a nonzero vector v ∈ ker(∇h(x¯)), i.e., ∇h(x¯)v = 0. We
will prove that such nonzero v does not exist. Substituting
v =
[
ce¯
t
]
into equation ∇hθ¯(x¯)v = 0 (see Eq. (23)),
we obtain a homogeneous linear system with unknowns
t = [t1, t2, t3]
> and c
e¯>1 e¯1c− t¯2t2 − t¯3t3 = 0,
e¯>2 e¯2c− t¯1t1 − t¯3t3 = 0,
e¯>3 e¯3c− t¯1t1 − t¯2t2 = 0,
2e¯>1 e¯2c+ t¯2t1 + t¯1t2 = 0,
2e¯>1 e¯3c+ t¯3t1 + t¯1t3 = 0,
2e¯>2 e¯3c+ t¯3t2 + t¯2t3 = 0.
t¯1t1 + t¯2t2 + t¯3t3 = 0.
(27a)
(27b)
(27c)
(27d)
(27e)
(27f)
(27g)
Eliminating t from Eqs. (27a)(27b)(27c)(27g), we obtain that
(e¯>1 e¯1 + e¯
>
2 e¯2 + e¯
>
3 e¯3)c = 0 and c = 0. Substituting c = 0
into this equation system, it can be further verified that this
equation system only has zeros as its solution. So v can only
be a zero vector.
Theorem 4. For QCQP (11) and its Lagrangian duality (19), let
C¯ being constructed by noise-free observations and rank(C¯) = 8.
(i) There is zero-duality-gap whenever C is close enough to C¯.
In other words, there exists a hypersphere of nonzero radius 
with center C¯, i.e., B(C¯, ) = ‖C − C¯‖ ≤ , such that for
any C ∈ B(C¯, ) there is zero-duality-gap. (ii) Moreover, the
semidefinite relaxation problem recovers the optimum of original
problem.
Proof. From Lemma 4, when the point observations are
noise-free, the relaxation is tight. From the proof procedure,
the optimum is x¯ = [e¯; t¯], which uniquely determines the
zero-duality-gap parameter C¯. Our proof is an application
of the Theorem 3. The four conditions needed in Theorem 3
are satisfied: (RS) From Lemma 5, the restricted Slater is
satisfied. (R1) The equality constraints in the primal problem
forms a variety. Abadie constraint qualification (ACQ) holds
everywhere since the variety is smooth and the ideal is
radical, refer [28, Lemma 6.1]. (R2) smoothness. The nor-
malized essential matrix manifold is smooth [39]. (R3) From
Lemma 6, x¯ is not a branch point of X¯ .
Now we complete the proof that the SDR of our pro-
posed QCQP is tight under low noise observations. In other
words, when the observation noise is small, Theorem 4
guarantees that the optimum of the original QCQP can be
found by optimizing its SDR. Finding the noise bounds that
SDR can tolerate is still an open problem. In experimental
results section, we will demonstrate that the SDR is tight
even for large noise level which is much larger than that in
actual occurrence.
6 ROBUST N -POINT METHOD
In previous sections, we propose a solution to non-minimal
case essential matrix estimation. However, the presence of
outlier in point correspondence is inevitable due to ambigu-
ities in the points’ local appearance. When the observations
are contaminated by outliers, the solution to minimize alge-
braic error will be biased. To extend our method for outlier-
contamination scenario, a robust loss instead of least-square
loss is used in the objective function. We take advantage
9of the M-estimator in robust statistics [12], and modify the
problem (7) as
min
E∈ME
N∑
i=1
ρ(f>i Ef
′
i), (28)
where ρ(·) is a robust loss function.
The selection of an appropriate robust loss function is
critical to this problem. A natural loss would be the `0
norm, i.e., ρ(x; τ) =
{
0, if |x| ≤ τ,
1, otherwise.
. It turns out to be
the inlier set maximization problem. However, this loss
transforms the objective into an intractable combinatorial
optimization problem. Another possible loss is the convex
losses, such as the `1 norm. This has the advantage of
keeping objective (28) as a convex optimization problem.
However, convex functions, such as `1 norm, have limited
robustness to spurious point correspondence, because the
influence of a spurious correspondence does not diminish
during the optimization. The presented approach below can
accommodate many estimators in the same computationally
efficient framework. First we will take the scaled Welsch
(Leclerc) function [51], [52] as an example
ρ(x; τ) =
τ2
2
(
1− e−x2/τ2
)
, (29)
where τ ∈ (0,+∞) is a scale parameter.
Objective (28) can be optimized by local optimization
methods directly. However, local optimization is prone to lo-
cal optima. To overcome this problem, our approach is based
on Black-Rangarajan duality between robust estimation and
line processes [13]. The duality introduces an auxiliary vari-
able wi for i-th point correspondence and optimize a joint
objective over the essential matrix E and the line process
variables W = {wi}Ni=1
min
E∈ME,W
N∑
i=1
wi(f
>
i Ef
′
i)
2 +
N∑
i=1
Ψ(wi). (30)
Here Ψ(wi) is a loss on ignoring i-th correspondence. Ψ(wi)
tends to zero when the i-th correspondence is active and
to one when it is disabled. A broad variety of robust es-
timators ρ(·) have corresponding loss functions Ψ(·) such
that objectives (28) and (30) are equivalent with respect to
E: Optimizing either of the two objectives yields the same
essential matrix.
The form of objective (30) enables efficient and scal-
able optimization by iterative solution of weighted N -point
method. This yields a general approach that can accommo-
date many robust nonconvex functions ρ(·). This framework
provides a highly efficient general solution.
The corresponding loss function that makes objec-
tives (28) and (30) equivalent with respect to E is
Ψ(wi) =
τ2
2
(1 + wi log(wi)− wi) . (31)
Objective (30) is biconvex on E,W. When E is fixed, the
optimal value of each wi has closed-form solution. When
variables W are fixed, objective (30) turns into a weighted
N -point problem, which can be efficiently solved by our
proposed method. Specifically, we exploit this special struc-
ture and optimize the objective by alternatively updating
the variable sets E and W. As a block coordinate descent
algorithm, this alternating minimization scheme provably
converges. By fixing E, the optimal value of each wi is given
by
wi = e
−(f>i Ef ′i)2/τ2 . (32)
This can be verified by substituting Eq. (32) into objec-
tive (30), which yields a constant 1 with respect to E.
Thus optimizing objective (30) yields a solution E that is
also optimal for the original objective (28). The line process
theory [13] provides general formulations to calculate wi
for a broad variety of robust penalties ρ(x; τ). The process
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Robust estimation of essential matrix by solving line process of
M-estimator.
It is worth mentioning that the loss function in robust
N -point method is not limited to Welsch function. The
Black-Rangarajan duality [13] provides a theory to build the
connection between robust estimation and line processes.
Based on this general-purpose framework, integrating other
robust loss functions is essentially the same as Welsch
function. Typical robust loss functions include Cauchy
(Lorentzian), Charbonnier (pseudo-Huber, `1-`2), Huber,
Geman-McClure, smooth truncated quadratic, truncated
quadratic, Tukey’s biweight functions, etc, see Fig. 5(a).
The Black-Rangarajan duality of these loss functions can be
found in [13], [52].
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Fig. 5. Loss functions. (a) Loss function family. (b) Welsch functions [13]
with different scale parameters τ .
Objective (30) is non-convex and its shape is controlled
by the parameter τ of the loss function. To set and al-
leviate the effect of local minima we employ graduated
non-convexity (GNC) which is dating from 1980s [53]. The
idea is to start from a convex problem, then progressively
deformed to the actual objective while tracking the solu-
tion along the way. Large τ makes the objective function
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smoother and allows many correspondences to participate
in the optimization even when they are not fit well by the
essential matrix E, see Fig. 5(b). Our optimization begins
with a very large value τ . Over the iterations, τ is automat-
ically decreased, gradually introducing non-convexity into
the objective. Under certain assumptions, such continuation
schemes are known to attain solutions that are close to the
global optimum. The outline of robust N -point method is
shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Robust N -Point Method
Input: observations {(fi, f ′i)}Ni=1, parameter τmin
Output: Essential matrix E?, rotation R?, translation
t?, and inlier set I .
1 Initialize wi ← 1,∀i = 1, · · · , N ;
2 Initialize τ2 ← 1× 103;
3 repeat
4 Update E by weighted N -point method in
Algorithm 1;
5 Update wi by Eq. (32);
6 set τ2 ← τ2/1.3;
7 until convergence or τ < τmin;
8 Generate inlier set I = {i|wi > 0.1};
9 Calculate E? by using inlier set I and unweighted
N -point method in Algorithm 1;
10 Decompose E? to obtain R? and t?.
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Setting forN -point method: We compared the proposedN -
point method with several state-of-the-art methods on syn-
thetic and real data. Specifically, we compared our method
to 5 classical or state-of-the-art methods:
• general five-point method 5pt [2] for relative pose
estimation.
• two general methods for fundamental matrix estima-
tion, including seven-point method 7pt [1] and eight-
point method 8pt [17].
• state-of-the-art eigensolver method proposed by Kneip
and Lynen [9] which is referred to as eigen and a
certifiably globally optimal solution by Briales et al. [10]
which is referred to as SDP-Briales.
Among these methods, the implementation of
SDP-Briales is provided by the authors. The
implementations of other comparison methods are provided
by OpenGV [54]. The method eigen needs initialization,
and is initialized using 8pt method.
Our method and all comparison methods in openGV
are implemented in C++. The SDP-Briales method is
implemented in Matlab. However, the most time-consuming
part in SDP-Briales method relies on an SDP solver with
hybrid Matlab/C++ programming.
The eigen method in openGV implementation provides
rotation only. Once the relative rotation has been obtained,
we can calculate the translation t. Recall that fi and f ′i
represent bearing vectors of a point correspondence across
two images. From Eqs. (1) and (6), the epipolar constraint
can be written as
f>i [t]×Rf
′
i = 0. (33)
Since R has been calculated, each point correspondence
provides a linear constraint on the entries of the translation
vector t. Due to the scale-ambiguity, the translation has
only two DoFs. After DLT, a normalized version of t can
be recovered by simple linear derivation of the right-hand
null-space vector (e.g. via singular value decomposition).
Given N (N ≥ 2) point matches, the least squares fit of
t can be determined by considering the singular vector
corresponding to the smallest singular value.
Setting for robust N -point method: We compared
the proposed robust N -point method with RANSAC+5pt,
RANSAC+7pt and RANSAC+8pt, which stands for inte-
grating 5pt, 7pt and 8pt into RANSAC framework [5],
respectively. All comparison methods are provided by
openGV [54], and the default parameters are used. In the
experiment on real-word data, we also compare our method
with a branch-and-bound method BnB-Yang2 [32]. The
angular error threshold in this method is set as 0.002 radian.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method we
separately compared the relative rotation and translation ac-
curacy. We follow the criteria defined in [55] for quantitative
evaluation. Specifically,
• the angle difference for rotations is defined as
εrot[degree] = arccos
(
trace(R>trueR
?)− 1
2
)
· 180
pi
,
• and the translation direction error is defined as
εtran[degree] = arccos
(
t>truet
?
‖ttrue‖ · ‖t?‖
)
· 180
pi
.
In the above criteria, Rtrue and R? are the ground truth and
estimated rotation, respectively; ttrue and t? are the ground
truth and estimated translation, respectively.
7.1 Efficiency of N -Point Method
The SDPA solver [56] is adopted as an SDP solver. All
experiments are performed on an Intel Core i7 CPU running
at 2.40 GHz. Default parameters of the SDP solver are
used in the following experiments. The SDP optimization
takes about 5 ms. Besides, it takes about 1 ms for other
procedures in our method, including problem definition,
optimal essential matrix recovery and pose decomposition.
In summary, the runtime of our method is about 6 ms.
We compare the proposed method with several state-of-
the-art methods [8], [10], [16], which also aim to find the
globally optimal relative pose. The efficiency comparison
is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that our method is
2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude faster than comparison methods.
Specifically, our method is over 1100 times faster than a
branch-and-bound (BnB) method [16]. Besides, our method
is 190 times faster than an linear matrix inequality (LMI)
based method [8], and is 860 times faster than the recently
proposed SDP-Briales method [10]. The superior effi-
ciency makes our method the first globally optimal solver
that can be applied for large scale structure-from-motion
and realtime SLAM applications.
Since both of the methods of SDP-Briales and ours
take advantage of SDP optimization, further comparison
2. The C++ code is available from http://jlyang.org/
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TABLE 1
Efficiency comparison with other globally optimal methods. The last
column is the normalized runtime by setting ours as 1.
method optimization runtime norm. runtime
Hartley & Kahl [16] BnB 7s ∼ 6m21s > 1000
Chesi [8] LMI 1.15 s 190
SDP-Briales [10] SDP 5.19 s 860
ours SDP 6 ms 1
TABLE 2
SDP formulations and efficiency comparison. For domain Sn, the
number of variable is n(n+ 1)/2.
method domain #variable #constraint runtime
SDP-Briales [10] S40 820 536 5.19 s
ours S12 78 7 6 ms
between them is reported in Table 2. It can be seen that our
method has much simpler formulation in terms of numbers
of variables and constraints. It is not surprising that our
method has significantly better efficiency.
7.2 Accuracy of N -Point Method
7.2.1 Synthetic Data
To thoroughly evaluate our method’s performance, we per-
form experiments in a synthetic scene as that in [9]. We
generate random problems by first fixing the position of the
first frame to the origin and its orientation to the identity.
The translational offset of the second frame is chosen with
uniformly distributed random direction and a maximum
magnitude of 2. The orientation of the second frame is
generated with random Euler angles bounded to 0.5 radian
in absolute value. This generates random relative poses as
they would appear in practical situations. Point correspon-
dences result from uniformly distributed random points
around the origin with a distance varying between 4 and 8,
transforming those points into both frames. Then we define
a virtual camera with a focal length of 800 pixels. Gaussian
noise is added by perturbing each point observation.
First, we test image noise resilience. For each image noise
level, we randomly generate synthetic scenes and repeat the
experiments 1000 times. The number of correspondences
is fixed to 10, and the step size of noise level is 0.1 pixel.
The results for all methods with varying image noise lev-
els are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that our method
consistently has smaller rotation error εrot and translation
error εtran than other methods. Besides, our method and
eigen significantly outperform 5pt, 7pt and 8pt. This
result demonstrates the advantage of non-minimal solvers
in terms of accuracy.
Second, we fix the noise level as 5 pixels in standard
deviation and vary the number N of point correspondences.
The step size of correspondence number is 5. The methods
5pt, 7pt, and 8pt can only take a small subset of the
point correspondences. By contrast, eigen and ours utilize
all the point correspondences. To make a fair comparison,
we randomly sample minimal number of point correspon-
dences for 5pt, 7pt, and 8pt, and repeat 20 times for
each method. Then we find the optimal relative pose among
them. Since all point correspondences are inliers, we cannot
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Fig. 6. Relative pose accuracy with respect to image noise levels.
use the inlier set maximization as a criterion to find the opti-
mal rotation as traditional RANSAC framework. Instead, we
use the algebraic error to find the optimal relative rotation
for each method.
The pose estimation accuracy with respect to number
of point correspondences is shown in Fig. 7. We have the
following observations: (1) The errors of eigen and ours
decrease when increasing the numbers of point correspon-
dences. It further verifies the effectiveness of non-minimal
solvers. (2) When N > 20, eigen and ours have signifi-
cantly smaller errors than other methods, and our method
has the smallest rotation and translation error among all
methods. (3) The error curve of Eigen has oscillation due
to local minima when noise level is large. By contrast, the
error curve of our method is smooth for any noise level.
7.2.2 Real-World Data
We further provide an experiment on real-world images
from the EPFL Castle-P19 dataset [57]. It contains 19
images in this dataset. We generate 18 wide-baseline image
pairs by grouping adjacent images. For each image pair,
putative point correspondences are determined by SIFT
feature [58]. Then we use RANSAC with iteration number
2000 and Sampson distance threshold 1.0× 10−3 for outlier
removal. Since the iteration number is sufficiently large and
the distance threshold is small, the preserved matches can
be treated as inliers.
Given correct point correspondences, we compare the
relative pose accuracy between different methods. For 5pt,
7pt and 8pt methods, they only use a small portion of
the correspondences. For a fair comparison, we repeat them
10 times using randomly sampled subsets. The rotation and
translation errors of different methods are shown in Fig. 9. It
can be seen that the mean and median error of our N -point
method is significantly smaller than comparison methods.
Specifically, our method achieves a median rotation error of
0.15◦ and a median translation error of 0.56◦. By contrast,
5pt, 7pt and 8pt achieve a median rotation error of 0.33◦,
0.99◦ and 1.02◦, respectively; and they achieve a median
translation error of 1.07◦, 3.07◦ and 3.01◦, respectively. In
this experiment, eigen and our method have negligible dif-
ference. It means that when the noise level is small, the local
optimization method works as well as global optimization
method.
7.3 Performance of Robust N -Point Method
We test robust N -point method on both synthetic data and
real-world data. The parameter τ2min is set as 6.0× 10−7.
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Fig. 7. Relative pose accuracy with respect to number of point correspondences.
Fig. 8. A sample image pair of EPFL Castle-P19 dataset.
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Fig. 9. Relative pose accuracy on the EPFL Castle-P19 dataset.
7.3.1 Synthetic Data
The synthetic scene is generated as that in Section 7.2.1.
Noise level is fixed to 0.5 pixel, and correspondence number
is fixed to 100. The outlier ratio is varied from 0% to 100%
with a step size 5%. For each outlier ratio, we repeat the
experiments 100 times using randomly generated data.
We evaluate 8 robust loss functions in Fig. 5(a), and
report their success rates. The success rate is the ratio of
successful cases to the overall trials. A trial is treated as
a success if εrot ≤ 0.15◦ and εtran ≤ 0.5◦. The results are
shown in Fig. 10. We use breakdown point to further eval-
uate their performance. A breakdown point is the outlier
ratio above which an estimator has failure cases. It can
be seen that truncated quadratic, Welsch, smooth truncated
quadratic and Turkey’s biweight functions have the highest
breakdown point 45%. Cauchy and Geman-McClure func-
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Fig. 10. Success rate of robust N -point method. (a) Robustness com-
parison with different loss functions. (b) Robustness of Welsch function.
(It is plotted separately for better visualization)
tions have a breakdown point 40%; Charbonnier and Huber
functions have a breakdown point 15%. In the following
experiments, we will use Welsch function in robust N -point
method since it has a superior performance.
The performance of robust N -point method and
RANSAC-based methods is shown in Fig. 11. Our method
can consistently obtain smaller error than RANSAC-based
methods in terms of both mean and median errors. From
logarithmic scale plots in Fig. 11(e)∼(h), our method has sig-
nificantly smaller rotation and translation error than other
methods when outlier ratio is below breakdown point.
7.3.2 Real-World Data
We use the EPFL Castle-19 dataset [57] for real-world
data. The image pairs and their putative matches are gen-
erated in the same way as that in Section 7.2.2. Each image
pair contains 4408 putative matches on average. Though
theoretically sound, the BnB-Yang method [32] can not
handle a large number of point correspondences. It can not
return a solution for an image pair in a day, therefore we
randomly select 100 putative matches as input for it.
The relative pose accuracy of different methods is shown
in Fig. 12. It can be seen that our robust N -point method has
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Fig. 11. Relative pose accuracy with respect to outlier ratios. Figures in the first row and the second rows use linear scale and logarithmic scale for
vertical axis, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Relative pose accuracy on the EPFL Castle-19 dataset.
higher overall accuracy than RANSAC-based methods and
BnB-Yang method.
The efficiency comparison between our method and
RANSAC-based methods is summarized as below: (1) The
robust N -point method takes a roughly constant number of
iterations. According to the GNC strategy and its parameter
setting, its iteration is at most 79. By contrast, the iteration
in RANSAC-based methods increases drastically with high
outlier ratio and confidence level. For example, given 45%
outliers and 99% confidence level, 5pt, 7pt and 8pt meth-
ods need to iterate at least 90, 301 and 548 times, respec-
tively. In practice, the RANSAC-based methods need more
iterates than the least requirement to achieve high accuracy.
(2) The non-minimal solver in robust N -point method takes
much more time than minimal solvers in RANSAC-based
methods (5 milliseconds vs. 30 ∼ 180 microseconds). As a
result, our method takes about 480 ms, and RANSAC-based
methods take 52 ms on average. (3) The BnB-Yang method
takes 118 ∼ 9007 seconds for randomly selected 100 point
correspondences.
8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a novel non-minimal solver for N -
point problem in essential matrix estimation. First, we refor-
mulate N -point problem as a simple QCQP by proposing
an equivalent form of the essential matrix manifold. Second,
semidefinite relaxation is exploited to convert this problem
to an SDP problem, and pose recovery from an optimal
solution for SDP is proposed. Finally, theoretical analysis
of tightness and local stability are provided. Our method is
stable, globally optimal, and relatively easy to implement.
In addition, we propose a robust N -point method by in-
tegrating the non-minimal solver into robust M-estimator.
Extensive experiments demonstrated that the proposed N -
point method can find and certify the global optimum of
the optimization problem, and is 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude
faster than state-of-the-art non-minimal solvers. Besides, the
robust N -point method outperforms state-of-the-art meth-
ods in terms of robustness and accuracy.
APPENDIX A
ANOTHER FORMULATION OF N -POINT PROBLEM
The following Theorem also provides an equivalent condi-
tion to defineME, which will simplify the optimization in
our method.
Lemma 7. For an essential matrixE which can be decomposed by
E = [t]×R, it satisfies that trace(EE>) =
∑3
i=1
∑3
j=1E
2
ij =
2‖t‖2.
Proof. Note that the norm of each row of R is 1, and the
rows of R are orthogonal to each other. Taking advan-
tage of E = [t]×R, it can be verified the trace(EE>) =∑3
i=1
∑3
j=1E
2
ij = 2(t
2
1 + t
2
2 + t
2
3) = 2‖t‖2.
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Theorem 5 (Proposition 7.3 in [41]). A real 3 × 3 matrix, E,
is an essential matrix if and only if it satisfies the equation:
EE>E− 1
2
trace(EE>)E = 0. (34)
Theorem 6. A real 3 × 3 matrix, E, is an essential matrix in
ME if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) trace(EE>) = 2 and (ii) EE>E = E. (35)
Proof. For the if direction, by combining conditions (i) and
(ii) we obtain Eq. (34). According to Theorem 5, E is a valid
essential matrix. So there exist (at least) a pair of t ∈ R3 and
R ∈ SO(3) such that E = [t]×R. According to condition
(i) and Lemma 7, we have trace(EE>) = 2‖t‖2 = 2, which
means ‖t‖ = 1. Thus we prove E ∈ME.
For only if direction, since E ∈ME, it is straightforward
that condition (i) is satisfied according to Lemma 7. Besides,
Eq. (34) is satisfied since E is an essential matrix. By substi-
tuting condition (i) in Eq. (34), we obtain condition (ii).
According to Theorem 6, an equivalent form of minimiz-
ing the algebraic error is
min
E
e>Ce (36)
s.t. trace(EE>) = 2, EE>E−E = 0.
By introducing an auxiliary matrix G, this problem can be
reformulated as a QCQP
min
E,G
e>Ce (37)
s.t. G = EE>, trace(G) = 2, GE−E = 0.
Note that G is a symmetric matrix which introduces 6
variables. Thus there are 15 variables and 16 constraints in
this QCQP.
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